As a pro, the status quo is not an acceptable status. Pushing forward and improving on what came before is the only path to real rewards. That’s why we’ve built the 2020 GMC Terrain for whatever the day demands. With its bold stance and masculine design, two turbocharged engine options and size-defying capabilities, Terrain is the compact SUV that plays big.

Experience the SUV for you—the 2020 GMC Terrain.
SOME MISSION STATEMENTS ARE CARVED IN STONE; WE USE SHEET METAL, ALUMINUM AND PASSION

- MULTIDIMENSIONAL GRILLE
- LED HEADLAMPS WITH GMC SIGNATURE C-SHAPE DESIGN
- 20" BRIGHT MACHINED ALUMINUM WHEELS WITH PREMIUM GRAY PAINTED ACCENTS
- NEWLY UPGRADED PREMIUM SUSPENSION
SETTLE IN, BUT NEVER SETTLE

TERRAIN OFFERS AN ARRAY OF PREMIUM MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT:

- LEATHER-WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL
- AUTHENTIC ALUMINUM TRIM
- SOFT TOUCH INSTRUMENT PANEL

Ventilated front seats are available (Denali only)

Heated second-row outboard seats are available (Denali only)

Terrain’s cabin welcomes you with a leather-wrapped steering wheel, authentic aluminum trim, and a soft-touch instrument panel to create a premium environment no matter which trim level you choose. To further enhance your experience, heated and ventilated front seats are available.
DOESN’T NEED CHROME TO SHINE

19" GLOSS-BLACK PAINTED ALUMINUM WHEELS

DARKENED GRILLE

BLACK MIRROR CAPS AND ROOF RAILS

BLACK EXTERIOR ACCENTS AND TRIM BADGING

The Terrain Elevation Edition goes all in with a bold presence—telling the world that something unique is headed its way. Choose your Elevation in either SLE or SLT trim.
EVERY ROAD TRIP STARTS WITH A GREAT SOUNDTRACK

- Apple CarPlay™ Compatibility
- Android Auto™ Compatibility
- Bluetooth® Connectivity
- Up to six USB ports are available
- Connected Navigation with real-time updates on traffic, road closures and points of interest is available
- Bose® Premium Audio System is available

Terrain keeps you and your companions connected, informed and entertained. With Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto compatibility, your favorite tunes travel wherever you go.
Terrain comfortably accommodates up to five people and easily allows you to maximize cargo space. A fold-flat front passenger seat and 60/40 split-folding second-row seats allow you to carry objects up to 8 feet long. To help you access all of this space, Terrain offers an available hands-free programmable power liftgate.

Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
Requires available Trailering Package. Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the trailering section of the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amount you can tow.

TERRAIN: THE NAME SAYS IT ALL

 Terrain offers two ways to power your drive. The 1.5L Turbo offers efficiency without sacrifice, and the available 2.0L Turbo produces strong acceleration and pulling power with 3,500 lbs1 of max trailering capacity. Transferring all of this performance to the road is a smooth-shifting 9-speed automatic transmission.

Terrain also offers the Traction Select System so you can make real-time adjustments for ever-changing driving conditions. FWD models offer Normal, Snow and available Tow/Haul modes, while available AWD models offer Off-Road,雪, Normal, Tow/Haul modes and an AWD Disconnect mode engineered to optimize efficiency.

TURBO
170 HP/203 LB-FT OF TORQUE—STANDARD SL/SLE/SLT

1.5L

TURBO
225 HP/258 LB-FT OF TORQUE—STANDARD DENALI; AVAILABLE SLT

TRACTION SELECT SYSTEM

WITH UP TO FOUR MODES TO HELP MASTER THE CONDITIONS

2.0L

TURBO
252 HP/260 LB-FT OF TORQUE—STANDARD SLT

1.5L

Requires available Trailering Package. Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the trailering section of the Owner’s Manual. The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amount you can tow.
Terrain is engineered to surround you with innovative safety technologies to help keep you alert and confident.

Every Terrain now includes GMC Pro Safety, which includes these standard safety technologies: Automatic Emergency Braking, Forward Collision Alert, Lane Keep Assist with Lane Departure Warning, Following Distance Indicator, Front Pedestrian Braking, and IntelliBeam headlamps. Additional available technologies include Adaptive Cruise Control—Camera, Lane Change Alert with Side Blind Zone Alert, Rear Cross Traffic Alert, Rear Park Assist and the Safety Alert Seat.

Discover more of Terrain’s safety features at gmc.com/terrain/safety.

Safety or driver-assistance features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner. The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Visibility, weather and road conditions may affect feature performance. Read the vehicle Owner’s Manual for more important feature limitations and information.
TERRAIN OFFERS:

- APPLE CARPLAY™ COMPATIBILITY
- ANDROID AUTO COMPATIBILITY
- 4G LTE WI-FI® HOTSPOT
- ONSTAR® SAFETY & SECURITY COVERAGE
- GMC CONNECTED SERVICES

Your new Terrain offers a host of in-vehicle benefits. Connected Access offers the latest technology to help you make the most of every drive—and you get standard connectivity for 10 years, giving you access to current features like monthly diagnostic emails and the ability to order and pay for takeout food and purchase fuel through your vehicle's in-dash entertainment system with Marketplace. You can also take your ownership experience to new levels by upgrading to other GMC Connected Services.

myGMC APP

When you download the available myGMC app, you have access to features like scheduling service, getting tips to help improve your driving, instant offers from select nearby merchants and other ways to simplify your ownership experience. When you upgrade to Remote Access, you can remotely start and stop the engine (if properly equipped), check fuel levels and even set and share notifications for vehicle arrivals and departures with Vehicle Locate.

Discover how to stay connected at gmc.com.
ELEVATION EDITION includes most SLE or SL T standard content and adds 19” gloss-black painted aluminum wheels, darkened grille, black mirror caps and roof rails, black exterior accents and black exterior trim badging. (SL T shown.)

DENALI is the ultimate expression of Professional Grade. Terrain Denali includes most SL T standard content and adds a 2.0L turbocharged engine, LED headlamps, 19” bright machined aluminum wheels with Premium Gray painted accents, heated steering wheel, hands-free programmable power liftgate, Navigation, 5 Bose® Premium Audio System, Lane Change Alert with Side Blind Zone Alert, Rear Cross Traffic Alert, Front and Rear Park Assist and the Safety Alert Seat.

SLT includes most SL/SLE standard content and adds leather-appointed seating, heated front seats, 18” machined aluminum wheels with gray painted accents (available 19” wheel shown), fog lamps, LED turn-signal indicators, 8” diagonal infotainment system, dual-zone automatic climate control, interior accent lighting and auto-dimming outside mirrors.

Choose the Terrain that's right for you at gmc.com/build-and-price. All vehicles shown with available equipment.

SLT/SLD includes a 1.5L turbocharged engine, Traction Select System, 7” touch screen, 7” Magnum infotainment system, Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility. SLT models offer a 10-speaker premium audio system, 17” aluminum wheels, darkened grille, black mirror caps and roof rails, black exterior accents and black exterior trim badging. (SLE shown.)

SL includes most SL/SLE standard content and adds all-wheel drive, 17” aluminum wheels, cloth seats, 7” diagonal infotainment system, Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ compatibility, fold-flat front passenger seat, Automatic Emergency Braking, Front Pedestrian Braking, Lane Keep Assist with Lane Departure Warning, Following Distance Indicator and IntelliLink hands-free (CDC shows).
COLOR YOUR WORLD

EXTERIOR

- QUICKSILVER METALLIC
- SATIN STEEL METALLIC
- RED QUARTZ TINTCOAT
- SUMMIT WHITE
- GRAPHITE GRAY METALLIC
- EBONY TWILIGHT METALLIC
- BLUE EMERALD METALLIC
- SMOKY QUARTZ METALLIC
- GREY TWILIGHT METALLIC
- WHITE FROST TRICOAT
- QUICKSILVER METALLIC

COLOR YOUR WORLD

INTERIOR COLORS

- Jet Black/Medium Ash Gray — Standard on SLE
- Jet Black/Jet Black — Standard on SL/SLE
- Jet Black/Medium Ash Gray Perforated — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black/Jet Black Perforated — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black/Brandy Perforated — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black/Jet Black Perforated — Standard on Denali
- Taupe/Light Platinum Perforated — Standard on Denali

LEATHER APPOINTMENTS

- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T
- Jet Black Medium Ash Gray Leather — Standard on SL T

DOOR/CONSOLE ACCENTS

- Axiom Aluminum — Standard on SL/SLE/SL T
- Burnished Aluminum — Standard on Denali
- Timberline — Standard on SL/SLE
- Tech Twill — Standard on SL T
- Siberian Elm Wood Tone — Standard on Denali
- Denali — Standard on SL/SLE

FINISHES

- WHITE FROST TRICOAT
- SMOKEY QUARTZ METALLIC
- GRAPHITE GRAY METALLIC

See your GMC dealer or visit gmc.com for more interior and exterior color details. Included with Jet Black/Brandy interiors.
DESIGNED FOR DISTINCTION

17” Aluminum Silver Painted (RSB) — Standard on SL and SLE

18” Aluminum Silver Painted (RSX) — Available on SLE

18” Machined Aluminum With Gray Painted Accents (RV6) — Standard on SL T

19” Gloss-Black Painted Aluminum (PJM) — Standard on Elevation Edition

19” Machined Aluminum With Gray Painted Accents (PJH) — Available on SL T

19” Bright Machined Aluminum With Premium Gray Painted Accents (RT7) — Standard on Denali
As rewarding as driving a Terrain is, the rewards start long before getting behind the wheel. With My GMC Rewards, you can earn and redeem points on a wide array of GMC products and services, including the purchase of a new Professional Grade GMC vehicle. To enroll and learn more, visit mygmcrewards.com or use the myGMC app. Then once you’re behind the wheel, a GMC Certified Service dealer is there to help your Terrain live up to its performance promise. GM-trained technicians build upon their meticulous skill with Vehicle Diagnostics and connected technologies to deliver the authentic expertise your GMC deserves.

YOUR TERRAIN STARTS HERE

GMC’s smart, comprehensive online tools elevate your shopping experience. Learn more about Terrain’s features, find the model that’s right for you, and sign up for email updates at gmc.com/terrain.

THE REWARDS OF OWNERSHIP

Points for GM Rewards may be earned and redeemed only at participating GM entities, dealers or third-party entities in the United States, including Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands or Guam. Please refer to your contract for Terms and Conditions. Any unused amount of the voucher will be forfeited. Some restrictions apply. Visit mygmcrewards.com for details and limitations.

2Available on select Apple® and Android devices. Service availability, features and functionality vary by vehicle, device and the plan you are enrolled in. Terms apply. Device data connection required. See onstar.com for details and limitations.

3Diagnostic capabilities vary by model and plan. Message and data rates may apply. Requires contact method on file and enrollment to receive alerts. Not all issues will deliver alerts. See onstar.com for details and limitations.
GMC Accessories allow you to personalize your Terrain—inside and out. They’re engineered and tested to meet our Professional Grade standards, as well as your own.

Find a full selection of Terrain accessories at gmc.com/accessories.
TRAILERING AND OFF-ROAD DRIVING INFORMATION

Please go to gmc.com and carefully review the vehicle Owner's Manual for important safety information about trailering or off-road driving in your vehicle.

PLUG-INS
Some vehicle models may be limited to 160 volt outlets. See dealer for details.

ENGINES
GM products are equipped with engines produced by GM Powertrain or other suppliers to GM worldwide. The engines in GM products may also be used in other GM makes and models.

GMC.com
Visit gmc.com for an up-to-date selection and further information about the vehicles, engines, options, accessories and other features available on GMC vehicles. GM products are equipped with engines produced by GM Powertrain or other suppliers to GM worldwide. The engines in GM products may also be used in other GM makes and models.

GMC CERTIFIED SERVICE

to help your Terrain live up to its performance promise, GMC Certified Service— found exclusively at your GMC dealer— is there. With all the engineering excellence in Terrain, GM-trained technicians have the expertise to care for it.

3-YEAR/36,000-MILE BUMPER-TO-BUMPER LIMITED WARRANTY

NEW VEHICLE LIMITED WARRANTY

ONSTAR ® AND GMC CONNECTED SERVICES

In addition, rust-through corrosion will be covered for 6 years/100,000 miles (whichever comes first; see dealer for details).

FLEET ORDERS

Some standard content may be deleted on fleet orders. See dealer for details.

ADDITIONAL NOTES

WARRANTY. In addition, rust-through corrosion will be covered for 6 years/100,000 miles (whichever comes first; see dealer for details).

A NOTE ON CHILD SAFETY

Always use seat belts and the correct child restraint for your child's age and size, even with airbags. Even in vehicles equipped with the Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with an active frontal airbag. See the Owner's Manual and the child safety seat instructions for more safety information.

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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See more of Terrain on our website: gmc.com/terrain. More photos and information; hot links to related subjects; convenient dealer locator; pricing guide, spec out your own vehicle. Or call 1-800-GMC-8782.